Unique System Features
- Patented Self-Suspending Ballistic System (SSBS) prevents ballistic panels from rolling and sagging inside the carrier
- Our exclusive WARSOC™ H3 Buckles are specially engineered for tactical body armor and plate carriers. It utilizes a patented, slim “H” shape with a unique dual independent locking mechanism which allows an operator to secure his vest while providing a faster deployment option, as well as prohibiting accidental or undesired release.
- Side opening design with WARSOC™ H3 Buckle and ballistic overlap provides greater adjustability and protective coverage

Base System Features
- Carrier exterior fabric options:
  - 500 Denier Cordura®
- Carrier exterior color options: Midnight Navy, Black, OD Green, Ranger Green, and Red
- Interior fabric: same as exterior
- Carrier interior color is the same as exterior
- Removable ID panels:
  - Front: 3”x8.75” or 3”x10.5” Hook and Loop fasteners ID panel (Size Dependent)
  - Back: 3”x8.75” or 3”x10.5” Hook and Loop fasteners ID panel (Size Dependent)
- Top loading plate pocket
- 5 rows of MOLLE (Front and Back)
- WARSOC™ H3 buckles on each side
- Side wings with stiffer
- Adjustable via back flap with bungee stabilizing system
- Accomodates ballistic inserts
- Heavy duty reinforced “man down” strap
- Adjustable shoulder straps with Hook and Loop fasteners
- Base Vest includes:
  - Carrier (Front/Back)
  - Ballistic panels (Front/Back)
- Complete Set includes (in addition to base):
  - Two removable bicep protectors
  - Two removable shoulder protectors
  - Removable throat protector
  - Removable yoke/collar protector
  - Removable groin protector

Ballistic System Performance
Protection level - NIJ-STD-0101.06 Level IIIA

Optional System Features
- Level III/IV hard armor plates
- Foam or ballistics shoulder inserts
- ThorShield™ adds protection against Taser® or electroshock weapons
- Fire Retardant Material 330 D Nylon

Our exclusive WARSOC™ H3 buckles (Warrior Special Operation Carrier H3 buckles) are specially engineered for tactical body armor and plate carriers. It utilizes a patented, slim “H” shape with a unique locking mechanism which allows an operator to secure his vest while providing a faster deployment option.